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Pleated Shade
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A Campfire for the 21st Century

Snuggle By Choice

The design that started it all. The Allison sets the tone for a
modern redo of an outdated standard, and we’ve always dreamed
of a Cinderalla moment. Classical lines and proportions are
taken to a whole new scale. Innovative, stylish and with plenty
of heat, staying warm has never looked this good.

Her getle curves and clean lines may make you the envy of
friends but it’s her devotion to keeping you warm that’s got us
hot and bothered. The Bella features the same commitment to
innovation and design that help define her siblings, but don’t
worry, we won’t tell the others if she’s your favourite.

Bella

Smooth Shade
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Bella Petite
Smooth Shade
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They Wouldn’t Be Siblings Without A Little Rivalry

Uh-huh, Kindle Can Hookup Your Hook-Up

The Bela Petit becomes social central for the casual or weekend
entertainer. A scaled down interpretation of the Bella, six inches
shorter than her big sister,this Kindle packs a whole lotta heat
perfectly suited for backyard get-togethers. Trusrt us, you won’t be
able to get rid of your comapny.

The Caroline offers a natural gas alternative brilliant in its
simplicity. It’s streamlined functionality takes shape in a clean
silhouette that compliments both the pleated and smooth
shades. No one said it would be an easy choice, but rest
assured, your decision will keep you warm with the wonder of it.

Caroline
Smooth Shade
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Proportion
A Great Excuse To Leave The Light On
TheLumen is, in simplest terms, a lamp. To pigeonhole it,
however, would be to limit its range. Our interpretation makes a
bold statement providing soft light that’s heavy on atmosphere.
We are rethinking the tradition of lighting and how it is used
to influence a setting. Casual or black tie, indoors or out, you
won’t need an excuse to leave this light on. Available as a plug-in
or rechargeable Li-Ion battery models with white or multi-color
lights. Black Onyx also available by special order.
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